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Dust is common close to the martian surface, but no known process can lift appreciable concentrations of particles to altitudes above~150 kilometers. We present observations of dust at altitudes ranging from 150 to above 1000 kilometers by the Langmuir Probe and Wave instrument on the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution spacecraft. Based on its distribution, we interpret this dust to be interplanetary in origin. A comparison with laboratory measurements indicates that the dust grain size ranges from 1 to 12 micrometers, assuming a typical grain velocity of~18 kilometers per second. These direct observations of dust entering the martian atmosphere improve our understanding of the sources, sinks, and transport of interplanetary dust throughout the inner solar system and the associated impacts on Mars's atmosphere.
D
ust in the martian atmosphere arises from several sources. Dust from the surface can be lifted to altitudes of 80 to 100 km by dust devils and during global dust storms (1) , but aerosols and dust from the lower atmosphere are not expected to reach altitudes of~200 km. Dust originating from the two moons Phobos and Deimos could reach these altitudes (2); such dust would be created by surface erosion and could create a dust ring around Mars. A dust ring would be expected to have a decreasing abundance of dust grains at low altitudes, because individual grains at these altitudes should have elliptical orbits and would be lost as a result of atmospheric friction (3). Another possible source of dust at low altitudes is interplanetary dust. These dust particles are known to enter planetary atmospheres with above-Keplerian speeds and, through ablation processes, are the primary contributor to the metallic meteor layer at around 80 km above Earth (4, 5) . Thus far, interplanetary dust influx into an atmosphere has been observed only at Earth.
The Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution (MAVEN) mission (6) arrived at Mars in the fall of 2014. Dust can be detected by MAVEN's Langmuir Probe and Waves (LPW) instrument owing to its ability to measure high-frequency electric fields (7) . It can observe the current pulses due to plasma clouds forming when grains hit the spacecraft at orbital speeds (typically a few to a few tens of kilometers per second) and the associated changes in the spacecraft potential. Because the entire spacecraft surface acts as a detector, very low dust fluxes can be recorded. To observe these effects with an electric field instrument, it is best to measure the potential between the sensor and the spacecraft at a high cadence (8) . LPW takes snapshots of time series called data bursts (9) , and the signature of a dust impact in the time series can vary (Fig. 1) . The dust observed by LPW is small (nano-to micrometer grain radii), and these impacts do not endanger the spacecraft.
Dust detection using electric field instruments has been demonstrated by many previous interplanetary and planetary missions (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . Instrument response to a dust impact depends on many factors, including spacecraft orientation, electrical connection between spacecraft surfaces, and the design of the electric field instrument. Recently, laboratory experiments have verified that dust impacts can create signals from charge recollection on spacecraft surfaces and on the sensor itself (16) . The combination of currents being collected by the spacecraft body and the antenna gives rise to a bipolar voltage signature (Fig. 1, top) . The current collected from the plasma cloud can be positive or negative, depending on the surface potential with respect to the plasma potential. At low altitudes, MAVEN charges negatively and therefore is collecting ion currents from the plasma cloud.
The LPW instrument only intermittently records data bursts that are suitable for dust detection, and therefore only a lower bound on the observed dust fluxes can be estimated. We determined the observed flux level over~7 months as a function of altitude (Fig. 2C ). This flux is derived using the total number of measured dust impacts at each altitude and the total time the satellite spent at each altitude interval. The observed fluxes are approximately constant at high altitudes and then increase below 300 km. However, this increase at lower altitudes is probably an observational artifact, due to increased measurement sensitivity resulting from spacecraft charging (9) . The fraction of bursts containing a dust signal does not vary as a function of altitude when only low charging events are included (Fig. 3) .
The size of the observed dust grains can be estimated using the impact signal amplitude, after making necessary assumptions regarding the impact speed and the spacecraft material that is receiving the impacts. Recent laboratory experiments have demonstrated that many spacecraft materials have similar responses to dust impacts (17) , with the amplitude of the measured voltage spike scaling predictably based on the impactor's mass and velocity. Using the same laboratory test setup, the primary surface material of the MAVEN spacecraft (a multilayer insulation) was tested, revealing the following relationship
where v is the dust impact velocity (km s
) and Q/m is the ratio of the charge Q, liberated by the impact, to the dust grain's mass m (C kg dust signals more frequently than other missions, such as the Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (17) . Dust grains are typically assumed to have a mass density of~2.5 g cm -3 (5). The size of the dust grains can be estimated using the above relationship, the observed signal amplitude, an assumed mass density and impact velocity, and a body capacitance for the MAVEN spacecraft of~200 pF (the vacuum capacity of a 2-m sphere to infinity). The observed dust-pulse amplitudes increase with decreasing altitude (Fig. 4) . The dust size is derived on the basis of two assumed impact velocities: (i) the spacecraft velocity, which is~4 km/s, and (ii) the expected average speed of interplanetary dust at Mars,~18 km/s (18) . Based on the lower bound, typical dust sizes are~5 to 25 mm, with a mass of~10 −12 to 10 −10 kg. Using the upper bound suggests slightly smaller grains, with sizes of~1 to 5 mm and masses of~10 −14 to 10 −12 kg.
Given the observed constant or increased flux with decreasing altitude (Fig. 2C) , the most likely source of the dust particles is the atmosphere. Recent imaging of Mars (19) suggests that dust may be lofted to high altitudes from the lower atmosphere. However, no currently acting physical processes are thought to be able to lift~1-to 20-mm particles to altitudes of~200 km above Mars's surface. Therefore, we conclude that the lower atmosphere is probably not the source of the observed dust.
Based on theoretical studies that model dust from Phobos and Deimos, observable densities of dust grains with masses of ∼10 -12 kg could be possible at altitudes below 600 km. (3) . The theoretical expectations of dust fluxes at low altitudes for these masses are similar to our observed fluxes (Fig. 2C) , suggesting that Phobos and Deimos could be viable sources. However, dust from the moons should be confined mainly to their respective orbital planes, resulting in a doughnut-shaped ring around the equator of Mars (3). The dust impacts observed over our 7-month period of analysisz do not exhibit this shape ( fig. S1 ), indicating that the moons are not the source of the observed dust. The dust flux from the moons is also predicted to decrease with altitude as a result of increasing gas drag and elliptical dust orbits, an effect which is not evident in our observations.
The expected interplanetary dust fluxes at 1 astronomical unit for particles of~10 −14 to 10 −12 kg are~5 × 10 −7 to 5 × 10
To compare this with the observed MAVEN fluxes, we first needed to identify the detection cross section. We assumed the upper limit of the cross section for detecting the dust to be the spacecraft body, at~9 m . The atmospheric ablation process was verified by a simple model to begin well below the MAVEN periapsis altitude, and therefore no correction of the dust flux as function of altitude is needed (5) . Because of the agreement between the observed and predicted fluxes, and the nearly constant flux rate with altitude for low spacecraft potentials (Fig. 3) , we conclude that MAVEN probably is observing interplanetary dust at Mars.
There are other indications that the dust observed by MAVEN is of interplanetary origin. During MAVEN's cruise phase, when the booms were stowed, the instrument detected dust particles in the interplanetary medium, although a direct flux comparison cannot be made because of the different instrument configuration. In addition, observations of dust above Mars are fairly constant up to~3000 km, suggesting a source far from the planet. Finally, interplanetary dust is expected to have a preferred flow direction with respect to the motion of the planet. The dust fluxes observed thus far as MAVEN's orbit precessed show no indication of being equatorially confined, whereas an increased flux on the dayside is observed (Fig. 2) . The orbital coverage is currently too limited to conclusively indicate a favored directionality. 
